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As a prototypical case of aπ-conjugated organic overlayer on a semiconductor surface the adsorption of
phenanthrenequinone (C14O2H8) on the Si(001) surface is studied by means offirst principlescalculations,
using gradient-corrected density functional theory together with ultrasoft pseudopotentials and the projector
augmented wave method. A thermodynamic phase diagram gives adsorption geometries depending on
experimental conditions, the microscopically most favorable bonding configuration representing a “[4+2]-
cycloaddition product”. The surface electronic structure depends strongly on the respective adsorption
configuration. Calculations of the surface optical signature show its sensitivity to molecular adsorption and
are in agreement with experimental results. A detailed analysis illustrates that the bonding to the surface has
to be taken into account accurately to unveil the molecule’s contribution to the surface optical response.

1. Introduction

Organic functionalization of semiconductor surfaces has
become a rapidly evolving research branch connecting chemistry
and physics at the interface. Possible applications such as
chemical or biological sensors1 or molecular-based electronic
circuits2 stimulate many experimental and theoretical works.3

For example, the adsorption of small unsaturated hydrocarbons
on the Si(001) surface attracts a lot of theoretical interest in
order to explore possible bonding configurations.4-6

However, π-conjugated organic molecules are of special
interest due to their optical and electronic properties:7 delocal-
ization of theπ-electrons shrinks the gap leading to semicon-
ducting rather than insulating behavior. Exploiting this property
in an adsorbed organic layer incorporates the need for the
π-conjugation to remain intact upon adsorption.8

The adsorption of phenanthrenequinone (“PQ”, C14O2H8) on
Si(001) serves as a prototypical process of semiconductor
functionalization. It was investigated by various experimental
techniques probing structural, electronic, and optical properties
of the adsorbed layer.9,10 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy together with Fourier Trans-
form Infrared Spectroscopy led to the conclusion that (i) PQ
adsorption is a self-terminating process leading to an ordered
(sub-) monolayer coverage, (ii) PQ bonds to the substrate via
both of its carbonyl groups forming Si-O-C bonds, (iii) the
remaining C atoms are not involved in bonding, and (iv) the
π-conjugated electron system remains intact. Since they provide
additional information about the electronic structure, optical
spectroscopic methods might be useful in characterizing organic
thin films. However, a surface sensitive method is needed to
suppress the dominant optical signal of the underlying substrate
material. Reflectance Anisotropy Spectroscopy (RAS) fulfills
this condition and is known as a valuable tool in characterizing
clean and atom-adsorbed semiconductor surfaces:11 the relative
difference in reflectivity is measured for normally incident light
linearly polarized along the surface crystal axes, depending on
the frequency of the incident light. Since the substrate is

optically isotropic, the measured signal depends only on the
surface properties.

In this article we present results of a comprehensivefirst
principlesstudy on the adsorption of PQ on Si(001). We discuss
the thermodynamically most favorable adsorption configurations,
the electronic and optical properties of the thin PQ-films, in
comparison with experimental findings. We show that both
electronic and optical properties depend strongly on the specific
adsorption configuration. A detailed analysis is presented to
single out intramolecular contributions to the optical spectra.

2. Method

For electronic ground-state calculations we employ gradient-
corrected density functional theory (DFT-GGA)12,13 as imple-
mented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package,14 using
the PW91 exchange-correlation functional15 and a plane wave
basis set. Ionic relaxations are performed by using conjugate-
gradient or quasi-Newton algorithms to minimize the Hell-
mann-Feynman forces. We consider a structure to be in
equilibrium if each Cartesian component of the atomic forces
falls below 10 meV/Å.

The electron-ion interaction is modeled by means of non-
norm-conserving ultrasoft pseudopotentials16 allowing for ac-
curate treatment of first-row elements already with relatively
small basis sets. We expand the wave functions into plane waves
up to a cutoff energy of 25 Ry, which previous studies have
shown to be sufficient in treating small molecules on sur-
faces.17,18

The surface region is modeled within the periodically repeated
slab approach. For structural relaxations we use an 8-layer
asymmetric Si slab, the bottom of which is saturated with
hydrogen. The upper five Si layers and the adsorbates are
allowed to relax, while the three lowest Si layers are kept fixed
in their bulk positions. Two slabs are separated by an equivalent
of 12 Si layers of vacuum to avoid direct interaction of
neighboring surfaces through the vacuum. The electrostatic
dipole moment of the slab is compensated by a suitable dipole
area density in the middle of the vacuum region, so that the net
dipole moment of the slab is zero. Brillouin zone integrations
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are performed on regular meshes in reciprocal space,19 corre-
sponding to 64 k points in the (1× 1) surface Brillouin zone.

For optical properties we construct a 12-layer symmetric slab
out of the relaxed structure and calculate transition matrix
elements from all-electron wave functions using the Projector
Augmented Wave method20,21and an equivalent of 256 k points
in the (1× 1) surface Brillouin zone. The diagonal components
of the dielectric tensorεii(ω) are then calculated in independent
particle approximation, but applying a scissors operator shift
of ∆E ) 0.50 eV to account for the DFT-GGA band gap
underestimation. The RAS signal is given by22

whered is the slab thickness andεb(ω) is the bulk dielectric
function of Si.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Structural Properties. The Si(001) surface atoms are
known to form tilted dimers, the low-temperature ground state
havingc(4 × 2) symmetry.23,24The adsorption geometry of PQ
on this surface was thoroughly investigated by Hamers et al.9

Starting from their findings several bonding models can be
proposed. The most relevant ones are shown in Figure 1: the
top dimer model (TD), where PQ bonds to one underlying Si
dimer, and the cross dimer model (CD), where PQ connects
two dimers within one dimer row. Another possibility would
be PQ connecting two dimers of adjacent rows, which we call
the bridge dimer model (BD). Mind that in CD the molecule is
rotated by 90° with respect to TD. The TD geometry might be
called a “cycloaddition product” due to its formal analogy to
the product of a heteroatomic Diels-Alder or [4+2]-cycload-
dition reaction.3

To model the initial stage of PQ adsorption on the clean
surface we assume PQ to be already bound to an electrophilic
“down”-dimer atom via one carbonyl group. It is known that
the reaction barrier for the formation of such a dative bond is
rather low.25 Keeping the binding O atom fixed, we calculate
the total energies for various tilting anglesθ (between the surface
normal and the molecular principal axis) and rotation anglesφ

(between the dimer direction and the molecular plane). The inset
of Figure 2 shows a schematic top view of howφ is oriented.
Mind that φ ) 0° (90°, 180°) corresponds to TD (CD, BD)
geometry, ifθ ) 0°. To avoid interactions between the tilted
and rotated PQs in neighbored supercells we must use ap(4 ×
4) surface supercell. We calculate the energy difference

while keeping the geometries of the surface as well as the PQ
molecule fixed; structural relaxation of such a large supercell
is on one hand numerically hardly affordable and on the other
hand would possibly spoil the usefulness of the parameter set
(θ,φ) since these might change during the relaxation process.
The results of our calculations are compiled in Figure 2. Over
the entire range ofφ, the energy∆Eads is lowered by lowering
the tilting angle θ, thus no significant barrier exists for
establishing a bond between the second O atom and the surface.
The only exception isφ ) 0°, where decreasingθ below the
dimer tilting angle (which isθd ) 18.7° in our calculation)
results in stronger repulsion between PQ and the surface. Local
minima atφ ) 60°, 135° result from the frozen geometry ansatz
leading to steric repulsion if PQ is oriented parallel or
perpendicular to the dimers. They do not lead to global energy
minima since structural relaxation gives a much higher energy
gain for the double bonded molecules (see below). However,
qualitatively TD is preferred over CD which is preferred over
BD for every angleθ. It turns out that this relation holds also
after structural relaxation.

We calculate the relaxed ground state and its energy of more
than 20 conceivable adsorption patterns by combining one or
more of the aforementioned geometries in ap(4 × 2) surface
supercell. Among them we consider the possible coadsorption
of atomic hydrogen saturating unoccupied Si dimer atoms. To
compare configurations of different coverage one has to
minimize the grand canonical potentialΩ of the slab, or,
equivalently, the surface free energyγ ≡ Ω/A depending on
the chemical potentialsµH, µPQ of the adsorbates H and PQ
(where the Si chemical potential is fixed to its bulk value
µSi

bulk):26,27

whereNH/PQ gives the number of H/PQ adsorbed in the surface
cell of areaA and Eslab

tot gives the total slab energy of the
respective configuration. We treat H and PQ as independent
chemical components thereby neglecting any reactions between
them.

The resulting phase diagram is shown in Figure 3. For each
point in the two-dimensional (∆µH, ∆µPQ) space the configu-
ration that minimizes expression 3 is given. The values∆µH )

Figure 1. Possible adsorption geometries for PQ on Si(001): (a) top
dimer (TD) and (b) cross dimer (CD). Red (gray, white, brown) circles
denote O (C, H, Si) atoms, from ref 31.

Figure 2. Initial sticking process of PQ on Si(001): adsorption energies
for various tilting anglesθ via rotation angleφ. The inset shows the
definition of rotation angleφ.
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0 (∆µPQ ) 0) correspond to H-rich (PQ-rich) conditions. We
assume the experimentally relevant region to be well described
by ∆µPQ ≈ -1, ..., 0 eV,∆µH ≈ -1, ...,-0.5 eV. Under these
conditions the thermodynamically most favored adsorption
configuration is TD-0.5ML+H. It is comprised of 0.5 monolayer
(ML) of PQ coverage (i.e. one PQ molecule per two Si dimers),
where the PQ molecules (each bonding in TD geometry) are
staggered on the surface, and hydrogen is saturating the
remaining Si dimer atoms (see Figure 4d for molecular
arrangement). The most favored non-TD configuration under
these chemical conditions is CD-0.5ML+H. It has the same
surface stoichiometry: the PQ molecules bond in CD geometry
in 0.5 ML coverage in staggered arrangement, and hydrogen
saturates the remaining Si dimer atoms. However, PQ bonding
in TD is favored over CD by about 0.24 eV per molecule. Full
ML PQ coverage is not favored over the entire range of∆µPQ

considered because of steric repulsion of the molecules out-
weighing the energy gain of the bonding process.

3.2. Electronic Structure. The clean Si(001)-c(4 × 2)
surface is semiconducting, with a band gap of about 0.3 eV in
standard DFT calculations.28 The Si surface atoms form
alternately tilted asymmetric dimers. The formation of an
asymmetric dimer results in a charge transfer from the “down”-
dimer to the “up”-dimer atom. Thus the highest occupied clean
surface state is an s-like orbital localized at the “up”-dimer atom
and the lowest unoccupied state is a p-like orbital at the “down”-
dimer atom.18,23 Since the latter is more delocalized, the
bandwidth of the lowest conduction bands is larger than those

of the highest valence bands. The interaction between the
orbitals along the dimer rows is stronger than that between
adjacent dimer rows.

Molecular adsorption processes might change these surface
electronic properties drastically, depending on the details of the
adsorption.18,29 In Figure 4 calculated surface band structures
of several PQ adsorption configurations are compiled, together
with charge density isosurface plots of the highest occupied
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO)
in the p(4 × 2) surface cell. The shaded area in the plots
indicates the projected Si bulk band structure.

In TD-0.25ML configuration (see Figure 4a) one PQ molecule
is bound to one Si dimer in the surface cell. The occupied and
unoccupied dimer states of the underlying dimer are removed
from the surface band structure. The new HOMO is an orbital
localized at PQ, more precisely it is mainly a CdC π-bond,
the formation of which results from the [4+2]-cycladdition. It
belongs to an almost completely flat band; due to spatial
separation the interaction with other surface states is strongly
reduced. However, the saturation of the underlying dimer’s
dangling bonds and the accompanying structural reconfiguration
influence the remaining surface states in the unit cell. The
occupied state of the neighboring dimer within the same dimer
row is shifted to lower energy, whereas the unoccupied state
localized at the same dimer is shifted to higher energy. Since
the interaction between dimer rows remains weak even after
adsorption, the occupied and unoccupied states of the dimers
in the adjacent dimer row remain almost unchanged. The
dispersion of the respective bands is found to agree with
calculations of the clean surface. The LUMO thus resides at
the “down”-atom of the nearest Si dimer in the adjacent dimer
row. Since the highest occupied state localized at PQ is close
to the bulk valence band maximum, the surface remains
semiconducting.

This changes in the TD-0.5ML-a configuration, where two
PQ molecules are aligned in the surface cell (see Figure 4b).
The HOMO at k point K is degenerated and formed by a linear
combination of the CdC π-bonds of the PQ molecules. Since
these interact strongly along the dimer rows, a splitting of the
corresponding bands occurs alongΓ-J′ and the degeneracy is
broken atΓ. However, the dimer states of the adjacent row
remain mainly unchanged and therefore a band crossing between
the nonbonding HOMO and the unoccupied dimer states occurs

Figure 3. 2D phase diagram with the most relevant area of preparation
conditions marked by a hatched circle.

Figure 4. (a) TD-0.25ML, (b) TD-0.5ML-a (aligned), (c) TD-0.5ML-s (staggered), and (d) TD-0.5ML+H (with hydrogen). Upper panel: surface
band structures of configurations. Lower panel: charge density isosurface (F ) 0.06 e/Å3) for respective HOMO (red) and LUMO (blue) at the K
point of the surface Brillouin zone.
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at about 0.2Γ-J′. Thus the surface becomes metallic along the
dimer rows, having electrons injected from the HOMO localized
at PQ into dimer states. Existing ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy measurements10 concentrate on the anisotropy of
the valence-band photoemission rather than on its properties
near the Fermi energy level, thus no experimental statement on
surface metallicity is available.

If PQ molecules are arranged in a staggered configuration in
the surface cell, one obtains the TD-0.5ML-s configuration (see
Figure 4c). The surface hasc(4 × 2) symmetry, thus bands
should be degenerated along J-K-J′, which is fairly well
fulfilled. The HOMO at K is again formed by a linear
combination of CdC π-bonds. Their interaction is, however,
rather weak, therefore the bandwidth is small. The occupied
and unoccupied free dimer states are shifted in a way similar
to the TD-0.25ML configuration to lower and higher energies,
respectively, their bandwidth being reduced. The LUMO is
formed by a combination of unoccupied free dimer states. Since
there is only a little interaction between the PQ molecules, the
surface remains semiconducting. This is the most favored
configuration in case no hydrogen is available.

If the remaining dimers are saturated with hydrogen, as is
the case in the TD-0.5ML+H configuration shown in Figure
4d, the dimer states are completely removed from the gap, and
only the HOMO localized at PQ remains. The LUMO is shifted
to much higher energies and changes its character drastically.
It is much more delocalized and mixes with bulklike states.
Therefore the isosurface value in the charge density plot is
lowered toF ) 0.01 e/Å3 for this state compared toF ) 0.06
e/Å3 for all other shown orbitals. It can be seen that the LUMO
(at least at K) is “mostly localized” directly beneath the PQ
molecules having SidSi π*-bond character.

3.3. Optical Properties. Hamers et al. studied the optical
properties of thin PQ layers on Si(001).10 Since PQ is known
to form ordered monolayers in a self-terminating adsorption
process under conservation of theπ-conjugated electron system,
the reflectance anisotropy of the adsorbate-covered surface
should be modified due to the strongly anisotropic intramo-
lecularπ-π* transitions. Since the lowest such transitions are
known to appear at aboutE ) 4 eV, they should be visible in
a standard RAS experiment normally covering an energy range
of 2-6 eV.

The calculated RAS spectra for the two favored configurations
discussed in subsection 3.1 are given in Figure 5, together with
the calculated RAS spectrum of the clean Si(001)-c(4 × 2)
surface. For clarity the spectral positions of the bulk critical

points (CPs)E1/2 are indicated by vertical lines. Irrespective of
the specific configuration, the 1.7 eV feature of the clean surface
vanishes upon adsorption. This can be explained, since it is
known to be related to free dimer state interaction and all dimer
states are removed in these configurations. The pronounced
features at the CPsE1 andE2 are modified depending strongly
on the details of the adsorption. A pronounced negative feature
at 5.3 eV shows up in both configurations.

Experimental results are shown in Figure 6c, for two different
exposures of PQ to the substrate. The measured RAS signal of
the clean Si(001) surface is subtracted to emphasize adsorption
induced effects. Both spectra are rather similar in line shape
and amplitude, thus indicating that the PQ adsorption process
is completed already after relatively low exposure. A broad
maximum at low energies (below 3 eV) may be related to the
fact that stepped surfaces were used in experiment, which are
known to influence the RAS signal in this spectral region.30

Features near the CPsE1 and E2 indicate the modification of
bulklike wave functions in the near-surface region upon PQ
adsorption. At higher energies a significant negative featureB1

at E ) 5.2 eV is reported, followed by a rather small dipB2 at
E ) 5.7 eV and a positive energy trendT+ above 6 eV.
Experimentalists attributed the featureB1 to intramolecular
π-π* transitions. This conclusion was substantiated by the fact
that similar experiments on the adsorption of the single-ringed
molecule 1,2-cyclohexanedione (“CHD”, C6O2H8) on Si(001),
which is likely to proceed in the same manner via the carbonyl
groups, did not yield such a feature. However, our calculations
indicate that the conclusion may be questionable: we find a
negative feature at 5.3 eV in both spectra shown in Figure 5
but, as the PQ molecules are rotated by 90° with respect to
another in TD and CD geometry, aπ-π* transition related RAS
feature should change its sign in the two spectra. Such a
mirrorlike behavior can be found only near CPE1 and at high
energies above 6 eV.

To compare the calculations directly with experimental data,
we subtract the calculated signal of the clean surface; the results
are given in Figure 6a,b. As expected, the low energy step-
related feature is not reproduced. However, the positive and
negative modifications near the CPsE1 andE2 are reproduced
by both configurations. Although the RAS signals are quite
different, after subtraction of the clean surface RAS signal the
line shape is rather similar with only little variation in peak
position and amplitude. So, independent of the details of the
adsorption, the pure existence of adsorbates on the surface

Figure 5. ∆r/r ) Re{(r110 - r11h0)/〈r〉} for the clean surface and two
most relevant PQ adsorption configurations.

Figure 6. Comparison of calculated∆RAS with experimental data:
(a) calculation CD-0.5ML+H, (b) calculation TD-0.5ML+H, and (c)
experiment for exposure of 0.1 L (solid line) and 1.3 L (dashed line),
enhanced by a factor of 3. Clean surface spectra are subtracted.
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changes theE1 and E2 peaks in a more or less similar way,
including reduction and even inversion of the respective signals.
At higher energies differences between the configurations can
be noticed more clearly. TheB1 andB2 feature as well as the
energy trendT+ can be found in the TD-0.5ML+H spectrum.

On the other hand, the CD-0.5ML+H spectrum shows a single
negative featureB and a negative energy trendT- above 6 eV.
Again, a negative feature near 5.2 eV occurs in both configura-
tions, making its origin inπ-π* transitions questionable. The
spectrum of the TD configuration agrees better with experiment
than that of the CD configuration, thus coinciding with the
discussion of the total energies given above. Moreover, the
overall good agreement of the calculated spectrum with experi-
ment encourages us to further investigate the origin of the
respective peaks and especially try to identify the anisotropic
π-π* transitions within the spectra.

3.4. Analysis of RAS Features.Since theπ-conjugated
electron system remains intact upon adsorption, for sure some
anisotropic intramolecular transitions must exist, likely to
influence the RAS signal. However, they could not be derived
from the calculated spectra so far. To achieve this goal, we
perform a “state-by-state” decomposition of the set of valence
orbitals with respect to the localization of each orbital above
or below the Si surface. This allows for the calculation of two
different contributions to the total RAS signal, stemming from
the organic layer and the substrate region, repectively. The
organic layer contribution should be composed by intra- or
intermolecular transitions, only, and thus help to identify and
quantify the molecular influence on the surface optical response.
The decomposition benefits from the size of the molecule and
its standing upright on the surface, thereby spatially separating
the interestingπ-electron system from the substrate region and
allowing for application of a meaningful localization condition.

For the remainder of this paragraph we discuss as an
exemplary case the TD-0.25ML configuration. A discussion of
the TD-0.50ML+H configuration has been published else-
where.31 In Figure 7 the total RAS signal of this configuration
and its decomposition obtained as described above are shown.
The total spectrum does not differ very much from the clean
surface spectrum, since the PQ coverage is low. The 1.7 eV
feature is decreased by a factor of 2, because of the PQ
molecules preventing free dimer state interaction in every second
dimer row. However, the organic layer signal constitutes three
remarkable peaks at 3.6, 4.3, and 5.3 eV, named M1-M3,
respectively. Once again, the 5.3 eV and the 5.8 eV features do
not stem from organic layer transitions.

Figure 7. Decomposition of the RAS signal of the TD-0.25ML
configuration into the organic layer and substrate contributions.

Figure 8. RAS of several cluster models (see text) and organic layer
signal of the TD-0.25ML configuration.

Figure 9. Left: Shift of PQ orbitals and intramolecular transitions upon binding to Si2H4 cluster. Right: charge density isosurface plots of occupied
and unoccupied orbitals of PQ+Si2H4 involved in transitions M1-M3.
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The significant peaks M1-M3 must be related to someπ-π*
transitions. To identify these we introduce a simple 3-layer
model consisting of the optically isotropic bulk material (here
Si), an optically anisotropic organic layer, and a vacuum. The
slab dielectric tensor components entering the RAS formula (1)
are approximated by gas-phase dielectric functions of appropri-
ate clusters or molecules, normalized to the area density of 0.25
ML. We thereby model the organic thin film by a fictitious layer
of noninteracting gas-phase-like responding molecules or clus-
ters. The results we obtain for the different “thin film constitu-
ents” are compiled in Figure 8.

In a first step we use the gas-phase dielectric function of the
PQ molecule. Its diagonal componentsεxx

PQ(ω), εyy
PQ(ω) (where

x, y are perpendicular to the molecular principal axis alongz)
are calculated in independent particle approximation, but
applying a scissors operator shift of 0.5 eV to be comparable
to the slab calculations. Fortunately a∆SCF calculation with
occupation constraint shows that the molecular optical gap opens
up by about the same value with respect to the DFT gap.
Calculating the reflectance anisotropy of a single PQ molecule
and normalizing to 0.25 ML coverage on Si(001) yields the
uppermost curve in Figure 8 Comparison with the organic layer
signal (given as the lowest curve in Figure 8) shows very poor
agreement.

In a second step we restrict the PQ dielectric function to only
π-π* transitions, yielding the second curve in Figure 8. Since
PQ bonds to the substrate via its carbonyl groups, all carbonyl-
localized transitions of the gas-phase molecule should be shifted
to much higher energies. Thus, taking into account only the
π-π* transitions should improve agreement with the organic
layer signal. Indeed, agreement in the low energy region is
slightly better; however, the significant features M4 and M5
are still present, but cannot be found in the organic layer signal.

In a third step we construct a PQ+Si2H4 cluster, where PQ
binds via the carbonyls to a hydrogen-saturated Si dimer, to
take into account the bonding to the substrate more accurately.
Calculating the dielectric function of that cluster and restricting
it to π-π* transitions within the PQ only, we obtain the third
curve in Figure 8. It matches the organic layer signal very well
concerning peak positions and amplitudes. This finally shows
that the latter stems fromπ-π* transitions which are, however,
strongly modified by the bonding to the substrate. With the
cluster model at hand we can identify the specific transitions
responsible for the features M1-M3.

In the left part of Figure 9 the energy shifts of the highest
occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals when going from the
free PQ molecule to the PQ+Si2H4 cluster are shown. The
significant features M1-M5 of Figure 8 are also plotted as
intramolecular transitions. The correspondence between the PQ
gas-phase orbitals and the PQ+Si2H4 cluster orbitals is reached
by comparing the respective charge density distributions. In the
right part of Figure 9 these charge density distributions are given
for the orbitals of the PQ+Si2H4 cluster involved in transitions
M1-M3. Upon bonding to the Si dimer, the PQ LUMO, which
is mainly the CdC double bond of the carbonyls’ C atoms,
becomes populated and forms the new PQ+Si2H4-HOMO; the
PQ’sπ- andπ*-orbitals are shifted upward and two new SidSi
bond localized unoccupied states s1 and s2 show up. The
transition M1 appears only due to formation of the new HOMO,
the transitions M2 and M3 are shifted in energy, and M4 and
M5 disappear by losing almost all of their oscillator strength.

The optical anisotropy of adsorbed PQ molecules can thus
be traced back to three dominant intramolecular transitions;
although seemingly spatially decoupled, the interaction between

the “bonding” carbonyl groups and the “functional”π-electron
system leads to reasonably altered optical properties after
adsorption on the substrate.

4. Summary

The adsorption of phenanthrenequinone on Si(001) was
studied usingfirst principles calculations. The most favored
adsorption configurations were given, depending on the experi-
mental conditions. The electronic structure as well as the optical
signature of the adsorbed surfaces were shown to be strongly
dependent on the microscopic details of the adsorption. The
calculated optical spectra are in good agreement with experi-
mental data. However, it is shown that a simplified interpretation
of optical signatures in terms of gas-phase absorption spectra
may be unreliably and possibly leads to wrong conclusions.
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